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Let G be a semi-simple simply connected algebraic grsu 
field K = CDS Let (T be an automorphism of 6; 
fixed points is finite. Our objective is to find for 
the projective indecomposable KG, modules (P.1 
The main results are in Sections 3 and 4. Fo 
are first given for the case when G, is a or 
over the prime field (Section 31, and then 
ection 4). In Section 2 we construct cekta 
is is done by a method due to Jantzen, namely, by looking at 
projectives in the category of “u - T modules.” Lemma 2 gives a formula for 
these characters (which involves invariants, the ~~~w~ed~e of which is 
equivalent to knowledge of the irreducibles). The ~~~o~~~r~~~ to Theorem 1 
en give formulas as to how the !PA break down into 
Along the way, in Section 2 we obtain some res 
known but which we can give simpler proofs for. 
ting the P.I.M.‘s for KG’, by looking 
in spirit by Humphreys and Verma {6] ( 
s of their Q,). Ballard [ 1 ] obtaine 
character for KC, for some very special A. 
BUTS. Jantzen [9] has also independently obtained results similar to ours. 
We have confined ourselves here to obtaining results of a general nature. 
&hods of computation together with examples will be given elsewhere, 
Let A be an indecomposable root system for G. Let X’ be the root lattice 
and X the weight lattice. Let W be the Weyl roup of A. Let ja14”o) a[) be a 
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choice of simple roots of A and A+ the corresponding set of positive roots. 
Let X+ be the set of dominant weights. Let Z[X] denote the group ring of X 
with basis elements written as e(1), d E X. W has a natural action on X, so 
also on L [Xl. Denote the ring of invariants under this action by Z [X] cv. 
For il E Xf denote the formal character of the irreducible KG, module 
(resp. KG module) with highest weight d by x(d) (resp. x,(A)). The definition 
of x(d) can be extended to all of X by Weyl’s character formula, x(A) = 
c WE w W4 e(M + P>>LL w det(w) e(wp), where p = (l/2) CacA+ a. Let 
s@> = C@v,l Lb the sum being over distinct conjugates of A under W. Each 
of the sets {x(n): a E X’}, {@): J+ E Xt }, {s(h): a E X’} form a basis for 
Z [Xlw over Z. Let x,(n) = ~,(-+,a) w h ere w, is the longest element of W. 
This definition extends by linearity to Z [X] w. 
Let Fr denote the Frobenius endomorphism of G. Fr acts naturally on 
L [X] with e(J)F’= @a). Let ( , ) be the W-invariant symmetric inner 
product on X, = X @ R. Define XP = {a E X: 0 < (a + p, a$ < p, i = l,..., Z}, 
where CL” = 2c4/(o, a) is the co-root of a. We recall the following well-known 
theorem of Steinberg. 
Let il EX+ and write a = pil, + I,, il, EXP, 1, E Xt. Then &,(a) = 
~,w,) x,(44. 
The ring Z [Xlw is also a module over its subring Z [pXlw. As a conse- 
quence of Steinberg’s theorem we have the following result: 
LEMMA 1. m2h 0f the sets s, = {x(a):a xe}, s, = {x,(a):a Ex,}, 
S, = {s(a): 1 E Xp} form bases fir Z [X] w over H [pX] w. 
ProoJ The fact that S, is a basis is easily seen from Steinberg’s theorem. 
Elements of S, and S, can be expressed as linear combinations of elements 
of S, with coefficients in Z [pX] w with the corresponding matrices triangular 
with “l’s” on the diagonal. Hence, these also form bases. 
Notation. If S is a basis for Z [X] w over Z (resp. Z [pX] “) and x E S, we 
denote the coefficient of x in I,U, for v E Z [Xlw, by Mult,&, V) (resp. 
Mult,,k, v)). The context will usually make clear which basis we are 
considering x to be a member of, and we will omit the subscript S. 
Defineadotactionof WonXbyw.x=w(x+p)-p,forwEW,xEX. 
Let m (resp. @“) denote the group of transformations of X, generated by W 
acting with this action together with all translations by elements ofpX (resp. 
PW* 
For ,4 E X+, define integers b,, by writing x(a) = C,,x+ b,,,Q$). It is 
known that b,, # 0 implies that p and a are @ conjugate. For a E X+, 
define B,, E Z [X] w by x(1) = CrccxP BY&,(U). Choose a fixed ordering of 
X,, and let B denote the matrix (B,,), /2, p E X,. For r E X+ let B(y) denote 
the matrix (B,,,,,, ),&puX,.LetA=B-‘andletA=(A,,),l,plXP. 
We denote the Steinberg character of G by st = ~((p - 1)~) = x,((p - 1)~). 
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a, p E XP and either .I or y is (p - 1)~~ then 
ultS,,(st, w) is the same, regardless of wheth 
of S, or S, (notation as in Lemma I), a 
subscript S without ambiguity. Similarly, 
biguous. 
2. THE ~ULSURKAR 
For h E X+, /I E XP, define elements 
s((p - 1)~ - ,I) x@)). Denote the matrix (h, 
denote the matrix (hA,p+p,,), 1, ,u E Xp by 
category of “ - T modules”. For each 3, E 
posable - T module &* Jantzen shows 
can be ritten as st . v’n where vn satisfies: 
every p E -iu, . 
ProQ$ emma 1, we can write pA = 
cA, E Z [X] w. Then 
et @ = (c,,), h, v E Xp. Then CHAT = I. Thus 
= -I, which is the statement of the lemma. 
is invertible and 
In [2] where the main results of this paper were s 
ula in the lemma for wI was taken as a ~e~~~tio~. The pro 
then to show at the matrix H was invertible. This was done a direct but 
ent. Jantzen’s approach to constructing the much more 
satisfactory. 
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h Fr A,pTl+B = Mult,W, S((P - 1)~ - A) x(prl + 8)) 
= ,‘II, %+tL, Mult,(% S((P -1 I/J- A> x,01>> 
= wigp “5 BF’ pv+ e,,& Multp W, S((P - 1)~ - J-1 x(v>) 
= *zp n~pB;;+.,.A::.h::.. 
P B 
Thus H(,, = HATB;,, . Taking inverses proves the lemma. 
We now derive a formula for the hA,,. We first consider a special case: 
LEMMA 4. hcp--l)p,p is 0 unless ,u = (p - 1)~ + pA when it is x(l). 
Prod h(p-l)p,p = Mult,(st, x@)). For this to be non-zero, X(D) must 
have a composition factor of the form x,(pv + (p - l)p), v E X+. Then ,U is 
m conjugate to pv + (p - l)p, so must also be of this form. By Weyl’s 
character formula 
x(pA + (p _ lip) = ;- e(w(ph + iv)) 
c weW e(w) 
= Cwew e(pW + PI> . C,, w 4pw(pd) 
c weW e(pw@)> Cwew e(w) 
= X(AyX((p - 1)p) =x(A)“’ * st. 
This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose 1, ,u E X are @-conjugate. Define ZA, = {p + w . o: 
P - w - A= PPI. Then h,, = ChszA, x(h). 
ProoJ We use a well-known theorem of Brauer’s (see, for example, [7, 
Formula (l)]) which says that 
s((p - l)P - A) xcu) = c xcu + A’) 
a’ 
the sum over distinct W-conjugates of (p - 1)~ - 1. Then 
Mult,W, s((p - 1)~ - A) X(P)) = c Mult,(st, X@ + A’)). 
A’-(p- 1)&7-A 
By Lemma 4, a term of this sum is non-zero only when p + 1’ = 
(p - 1)~ + py for some y E X and the term is then equal to x(y). Suppose 
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a’ = w((p - 1)p - A). Then lu+w((P-IlP-~l=C 
p-w-A=p(y--w-o). Let/?=y-w-0. The 
of the choice of w and depends only on 1’ and p. 
over all such &3 + w = 0), proving the lemma. 
by (Jai7 aj”) = 6,. For w E W? let p 
Let Cp’,= {xEX,‘:(x+p,a~)<pj, 
A. C, is a fundamental domain for the action of 
the %west alcove”). 
MA 6. Let @ be an orbit for m in its action on X, ) and ass d Is 
@-regular (i.e., no element of d is Jixed by any e~~~e~t of Fix 
I, E t-9 f? C,. Suppose A,, A, E d and wi .A, - di (mod PX] for i = I,2 
= &,,A~. 7x3 hWI,W2 is i~~epen~e~t of@ and i~~e~e~~~~t of he 
in Cp. We have hwl,wz = det(w*)~(~~* - .sWowi -pj, where w, r% 
ongest element of W. 
& have ~j = Wi. A, + ppw, (see Lemma B of [7]>. Hence, A2 = 
w2 w, -’ . A1 +p@,, - w,q,J. Thus by Lemma 5 
hA,,k* = x@w, -wW2E,*+W*W;1” 
= Xhhv2 - %J, + w; ‘@)I - PS 
= det(wJ x& - ewowl - P> 
prsvin e lemma. 
The matrix det(w,) D(--E,~,,,~ + E,*), w,, w2 E W was first considere 
lsurkar [3]. Verma [ 10, footnote 21 and Jantzen [7] generalized it so 
racters appeared in place of dimensions. Lemma 6 shows that the entries 
of our matrix H corresponding to @-regular elements of X consists or” a 
rmmber of copies of the generalized Hulsurkar trix. Lemma 2 then shows 
in p~tic~lar that the Hulsurkar matrix is invert e. This is the main point of 
ulsurkar’s paper. (He actually shows there that it is ~~~~ote~t 
has not been needed in the applications.) 
Lemma 3 can also now be seen to be equivalent to ormula (9) in [7 jj( 
This formula is the starting point from which Jantzen derives his “generic 
ecomposition formulas.” 
ROJECTIVE CHARACTERS FOR THE FINITE GROUP 
We will concentrate for now on the case r= 
sm of 6, so that r is defined over the prime field. ~~erne~ts of 
be considered as Brauer characters of E (See [I I] for 
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Considered as a Brauer character, fl =x for x E Z [Xl@‘. The character 2 
defined as before coincides with the complex conjugate ofx. 
The characters @), 1 E X, are irreducible as Brauer characters and form 
a Z-basis for R#), the ring of Z-linear combinations of Brauer characters 
of KT modules. For x E R&J, denote the coefficient of x,(A) in x by 
Mult,~#),x). Let QA be the character of the projective indecomposable 
module corresponding to x,(A). We have st =x,((p - 1)~) = QoPnP, and st 
divides every @,, in R#). 
The character Qp, is characterized by the relations (Qp,, x,@)) = 6,, , 
A., p E X,. Here the inner product is the usual one on Brauer characters given 
by hl, x2) = (l/i G 1) 2; x1(g) x2( g-l), the sum being over the semi-simple 
elements of IY 
We can write Qn = st . d,,. Let P#) be the Z-module spanned by the Qn. 
LEMMA 7. Let YE P&r) and write !P= st . w. Then Mult(@,, , ‘u> = 
MulMst, v/x,cU>>. 
Proof 
MuW,, y> = (K x,cU>> 
= (w xpw = 64 wxpw 
= Mult,(st, Wx,cU>>. 
DEFINITION. Let S be a Z-basis for Z [Xlw with the property that for 
every A E X+ there is precisely one element of S which has a unique highest 
weight equal to A. (For example, each of the bases x(A), x,(d), s(A), A E X+ 
have this property). Let 3, E X,. We shall say that d is well behaved with 
respect to S if for every rl E S and every ,u E X,, p # A we have 
MWf’x$), VIX&)) = 0. 
The following lemma is the crucial step in the proof of our main results. It 
allows us to relate multiplicities of x,(A) in R#), for well-behaved A, to 
multiplicities in Z [X] w. In the applications we shall only use this result for 
A = (p - 1)~. It is easy to see that st = x,((p - 1)~) actually is well-behaved 
with respect to any S. For suppose Mult(yFrst, ox&)) # d, p E XP, and that 
v is the highest weight of q. Then pv + (p - 1)~ < v + ,u, so 
(pv + (P - l)P, 4) < (v f/4 a 
<(V+(P-O4aoV). 
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which impiies that v = 0, q = 1, and pl = (p - l)pO 
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Jar&en who 
pointed out an error in a previous version of the iemma. This le 
correct statement. 
Now repeat this argument with r in place of r and q1xg(3L,) in place offs Fe-r 
every NY we get after sufficiently many iterations that our expression is qua: 
to 
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Let ,u~ be the highest weight of vi. If Mult($~,Xp(Ai+ i), rixP(vi)) # 0, then 
Pti i+l+di+l<pi+Ai* Thus if ,Ui+l+O, then &i+l+Ji+,,a,V)< 
(P&+1 +A+19 CQ,) ,< Gi + A.,., c+,). We therefore must have that for 
suffkiently large N, ,u,,,, = 0 and qN = 1. Since L is well behaved, 
MW$‘x,,(4, &,@,N is non-zero only when 1, = 1, < = 1, when it is 1. 
Hence, our expression is exactly the same as was obtained in the first part 
and the lemma is proved. 
We now prove our main results. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose CD = st . #J E .ZIXlw, so that as an element of 
R#), @ is actually in P#). Write f= Cysxpcf;Ts((p - 1)~ -v). Then 
Mult(@,, @> = Czex+,vax, MultC43, c, h,,xpW)- 
Proof. By Lemmas 7 and 8, the multiplicity is equal to 
c Mult,(st, V((P - 1)~ - v) x,cU)) 
VEXp 
= “5 
MultW)% x(a) V((P - 1)~ - v)) x,(d) 
=:g+ 





We now apply this result to the YA considered in Section 2. 
COROLLARY 1. 
Proof. By the theorem and Lemma 2 
(using Lemma 3). 




ProoJ: Since B, = rYEX+ M&(X,@ + A), x(5)) x,(v) we have, using 
that the multiplicity is 
Lemma 2 shows that if the invariants bA, are known (which is equivalent 
to finding a character formula for the irreducibles of G and S), then the 
aracters ul, are known. The above results show that we can then compute 
the projectives Qp,. The details of how these computations are done are a bit 
’ volved and will be given elsewhere. It follows from the formulas that 
>. = Y’). if and only if A is well behaved with respect o S = {x,(;l): /1 E Xf I9 
pens in “most” cases. When equality does not occur we have !P)” 
decomposing into a linear combination of @, with positive integral roef- 
ficients in which @, appears with coefficient 1. We can have such a decom- 
position only for 1” ‘“close” to the wall of an alcove. 
4. EXTENSIONS To GENERAL G, 
er first the case when o = Fr*, and set q = p", and S, = G,. The 
x,(A) for a E Xq give all the irreducible KG, characters. L AX,n be the 
indecomposable projective character corresponding to &(i). enlacing p 
by q and indexing all invariants so that their dependence on IZ is realized, the 
results of the preceding sections can be used to obtain formulas for 
We define Mult& w), XP, St,,, BA+#, hAa.w.n, etc., by replacing 
throughout in the previous definitions (with the exception of still keeping tile 
notation ~~(1)). We have ul,,, as the projective u, - T character indexed by 
2 E XG and characterized by Mult,(st,, @A,nil,&)) = 6,, for y E X,, where 
~A.n = %l * V&n. 
The analogue of Lemma 8 is: if .d E ;aT, is well behaved with respect o S, 
~lt,,&$J, x> = II:, =W”‘?$)~ rid- 
This leads to the following formulas for the decomposition of Yqh,n, the 
second one being due to Jantzen: let @,,,, be the projective indecsmpssable 
KTn character indexed by 1. 
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Then 
Mult(@,,, , %,A = 1 MuW(S), %n,nx,W> (4-l) 
IEX+ 
Another useful formula can be obtained by considering tensor product 
decompositions. We first note the following: 
LEMMA 9.’ For &X,, write l=~o+p~,+...+pn-l~,_l, where 
Ai E Xp. Then YA,, = Y2, - !P::. --’ . Y:rmil. 
ProoJ Let pEX4 and write ~==~+p~,+...+~~-l~,-~, PiEI,* 
Then X,(U) =~,(u~)~,(u~)“’ ..a ~J,u,~~)~~“-‘. Since Mult@, WAJp@i)> is 0 
unless Ai = pi when it is 1, we have Mult,(st,, W1.,$: . .a $~~~‘x,(,u)) is 0 
unless each ,$ = ,ui when it is 1. Since this property characterizes yaZ,n, we 
have yn,,, = wa,d: ... d:“_7l. This gives the equation for ‘u,,,. 
From (4.1) and (4.2) we can easily deduce the following formulas. Let 
1, p E X, be written p-adically and set ,u” = p,. 
=,g+ iT=I, MultOl,(Pvi+ I + Ai>, Xp(vi> Xp@i>>* (4.4) 
(For example, (4.4) is easily seen to be equivalent o (4.2) and then (4.3) 
follows by an argument similar to that in Corollary 2 to Theorem 1). Thus 
the calculations in finding the @,,, can be reduced to calculations involving 
weights in X, rather than X4. 
We now turn to the twisted groups. Suppose first that ur = Fr, where r is a 
graph automorphism, and let r = G,. The irreducible Brauer characters are 
again given by {x,@): ,u E X,}. However, when x E ZIXlw is considered as 
an element of R#‘), we have F = xz. In most cases (e.g., types A,, , D, (n 
odd), E,), 1” = j: In place of Lemma 8 we have the following formula. If 
J. E X, is well behaved with respect o S, then 
Mult,d&@), x> = c Mult(f’X,@), Vx). (4.5) 
n 
’ S. Donkin has pointed out to the author that he has also proved this result in his paper 
“On a question of Verma,” to appear in Londolz Math. Sot. J., although his proof is more dif- 
ficult. 
be the projective indecomposable indexed by 1. We then obtain the 
The corresponding formulas when CT = FP should be dear. The cases 
wher. G, is a Suzuki of Ree group have to be Iaoked at separately. 
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